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Introduction 

Why is this an important issue? 

Any efforts to implement steps towards a 1.5ºC temperature cap necessitate inclusion and 
understanding of the societal implications and engagement of sustainable development actors and 
context, particularly given the overlap of SDGs and the integral nature of economies and social-
ecological systems and wellbeing.  Practical steps to move from Agreements and reports towards 
appropriate, just and effective implementation of agreed upon goals must include the social 
scientists, legislative drafters and policy makers, and civil society representatives engaged on climate 
change and the SDGs—especially those who’ve learned to navigate climate change impacts to date 
in most vulnerable communities. This is vital in order to root the Paris Agreement’s concepts and 
goals within the complexities of human societies and social-ecosystems.   
 
There is currently a gap in understanding, communication and cooperation between the realms of 
climate policy, and sustainable development and ‘wellbeing’ efforts.  Bridging this gap may help 
address questions regarding the viability and value of a 1.5ºC temperature cap from the perspective 
of most vulnerable populations, while further articulating mitigation and development pathways to 
1.5ºC that are inclusive of interests in societal wellbeing and sustainability. What can be learned 
from the 1.5ºC ECI conference examining the nexus of the Paris Agreement’s 1.5ºC cap with the 
recent Sustainable Development Goals, within a larger societal, global context? 
 
 

http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/?menu=1300
http://www.degruyter.com/view/j/cass
http://www.degruyter.com/view/j/cass
http://pubs.iied.org/G03905/?k=wellbeing
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Relevance to the IPCC Special Report 

The proposed emphasis for the IPCC Special Report in 2018 is on “the impacts of global warming of 
1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the 
context of strengthening the global response to the threat of climate change, sustainable 
development and efforts to eradicate poverty.” Currently one chapter has been proposed 
specifically on sustainable development, inequality and poverty alleviation within a 1.5ºC 
temperature rise for the IPCC Special Report. This proposed chapter includes linkages between 
achieving Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 1.5ºC; the variance in distributional impacts 
arising from response options; positive and negative impacts of adaptation and mitigation actions 
including response measures and strategies, economic diversification, livelihoods, food security, 
cities, ecosystems, technologies, experiential knowledge from local to global; and climate-resilient 
development pathways (IPCC 2016). All proposed chapters for the Special Report incorporate 
components of societal impacts and sustainable development.  Here we consider lessons from the 
conference about the current state of understanding of global societal implications of a 1.5ºC cap, 
and collaborative engagement of sustainable development actors, in light of future work that may 
be needed to inform the Special Report, as well as broader-scope efforts for cross-disciplinary 
engagement towards applicable research to support actionable policy, resource allocation and 
practice.  
 

The 1.5 Degrees Conference 

 
This reports draws, for the most part, from programs on the second day of the conference, which 
focused on social contexts, behavioural change and sustainable development considerations, 
including plenary talks by Saleemul Huq and Harald Winkler with Jason Lowe. Day 2 also featured a 
parallel session on Societal and Development Implications of the Paris Agreement with contributions 
from Jean-Pascale van Ypersele, John Magrath, Sonja Klinksy, Henry Claude, and Peter Frumhoff. 
Relevant research -ranging from practical models for contributing to pathways towards 1.5ºC, to 
considerations of social complexities and more- was presented in the poster session.  
 

Key messages  

 
1. The 1.5 degrees commitment at COP21 was a policy (and politically-led) choice, not a scientific 

determination. Sustainable development and social justice concerns were the reasons for the 
1.5 degrees commitment. 
 

Several of the speakers started their talks noting that the 1.5ºC commitment was driven by concerns 
for social and ecological justice, rights and wellbeing.   
 
According to Saleemul Huq, at COP21 Paris, the hard-won inclusion of 1.5ºC-temperature cap in 
Article 2 of the Agreement was due to the diplomatic and advocacy engagement of the one hundred 
(100) most climate-vulnerable countries (MVCs) in Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean, including the 
Small Island Developing States (SIDS), and Less/Least Developed Countries (LDCs)1.  These one 
hundred most-vulnerable countries comprise a majority of members in the Conference of Parties 
(1951) and on the planet.   

No developed countries (Most Developed or MDCs), nor large developing countries like China and 
India, wanted the 1.5ºC-temperature cap to be in the Paris Agreement. Those against it were 

http://ipcc.ch/report/sr15/
http://ipcc.ch/report/sr15/
http://ipcc.ch/report/sr15/
http://ipcc.ch/report/sr15/
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persuaded on moral and justice grounds to sign on to 1.5ºC—given that those who will suffer most 
deeply with a 2ºC (or higher) temperature rise are predominantly of the one hundred most 
vulnerable countries and vulnerable communities (overlapping LDCs, SIDS and MDCs; small islands, 
lowland coasts, arid landscapes).  The usual power dynamic within UNFCCC COPs shifted when moral 
and ethical considerations were brought into the decision-making. 

 
2. Most-Vulnerable Countries hope for the best while preparing for the worst: there is much to 

be learned from their experiences. 

 
The adaptation perspective from most climate-vulnerable countries is, “We are preparing for the 
worst while hoping for the best.” MVCs expect a 3ºC-4ºC temperature rise (above pre-Industrial 
times) and their priority is researching / experimenting with adaptation pathways in a 3-4ºC rise 
scenario. Nevertheless any efforts to mitigate and slow the temperature rise will be to the benefit of 
climate-vulnerable countries.  The countries contributing most to global temperature rise are not the 
most climate-vulnerable; those MDCs and large developing nations (China, India, Brazil) are the ones 
who are going to have to ‘deliver’ 1.5ºC for the sake of MVCs and the planet as a whole.   

 
By working together with -and learning from- MVCs, MDCs and large developing nations can learn 
about comprehensive mitigation together with adaptation strategies, as well as how to build climate 
change resilience from those countries that have already been dealing with the impacts of global 
warming for well over a decade. It was noted that adaptation is not something that will move from 
theory to practice. Adaptation knowledge emerges through practice that will then inform theory, 
and theory will loop back to inform and improve practice, continuing onward in a collaborative 
manner. Therefore, researchers are most needed now to work with adaptation/mitigation and 
development practitioners. 

 
 
3. There is a need to integrate discourse on the 1.5 degrees cap (and strategies to achieve it) 

across disciplines, converging mitigation with adaptation into development pathways. 
 
There is a need to integrate discourse on the 1.5 degrees cap (and strategies to achieve it) across 
disciplines—not only at the point of convergence when agreements are made, but throughout the 
processes of discovery and solution seeking. Knowledge of community processes, markets and 
livelihoods, the sustainable development realm, cultural societal and environmental dynamics, and 
other challenges and opportunities, must be shared collaboratively with climate scientists, policy 
makers, and problem solvers across a variety of nations and contexts.  
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Professor Harald Winkler of South Africa’s University of Cape Town and Director of the Energy 
Research Centre, proposed that existing poverty alleviation and environmental conservation models- 
at national and regional levels and through international mechanisms - for mitigation and 
development pathways- may break as we overstress those models to implement a 1.5ºC plan.  He 
emphasized that mitigation and development must be considered integrally, in order to avoid an 
imbalance or conflict across strategies. Mitigation should be considered a ‘co-benefit’ of 
development. He said there is an urgent necessity for additional new and alternative development 
pathways and mitigation models, and approaches (‘ways of thinking’) to enable a viable 1.5º C 
capping strategy.  
 
Finally, Winkler asserted, as a ‘key complement to modeling,’ that it is vital to possess an 
understanding of the political economy of actors who oppose or support alternative development 
paths, to recognize the power and access dynamics surrounding existing development pathways. 
This includes agriculture, economic institutional analysis, poverty alleviation and employment, as 
some examples. He called for a new social contract for a future zero-poverty/zero-emissions ‘eco-
civilization’ wherein GHG emissions and income (GDP) strike a new balance, led by values of living 
well with what we have, rather than “living better through more consumption.” 
 

 
 
4. Equity considerations are essential in 1.5ºC Modelling and inclusive strategic planning. 
 
Dr. Sonja Klinsky examined climate modeling from a perspective of equity and inclusion, or ‘building 
equity in’ (Challenges and Opportunities for Representing Equity in Climate Policy Modeling 
Analyses). Given a historical imbalance wherein economics have held a privileged position in thinking 
around mitigation pathways, Dr. Klinsky undertook to introduce factors of wellbeing, sustainable 
livelihoods, and other non-economic human development not normally taken into consideration in 
climate modeling (through Integrated Assessment Models, or IAMs). 
 

Model	mi ga on	and	development	pathways	
improve	exis ng	and	develop	new	tools	
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Klinsky’s exercise illustrated how incredibly complex and challenging climate modeling becomes 
once values of social equity, inclusion, and justice are incorporated, and raised the need for 
collaborative improvement of IAMs.  As was pointed out in the presentation, “seriously addressing 
equity would be very hard within the basic approaches most often being used.”  While it may be 
tempting to deem IAMs as incompatible with equity considerations, to divorce equity dimensions 
from climate modeling would be to fail the equity and justice core intent of a 1.5ºC cap, even if the 
numbers work out on the page and in practice. Even if such models provide insights into trade-offs 
and optimal pathways, they won’t be accurate, just nor viable without a measure of inclusion and 
social science insight. 
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Claude Henry of Université Sciénces Po, and of Sustainable Development at Colombia University, 
drew a comparison of current global climate crisis conditions to the early indicative precursors of the 
French Revolution, when there was a shift in attitudes under ‘intolerable systems of exploitation and 
inequity,’ and a convergence of actions, vision, and interest in systems change. Henry asked what 
conditions now might mirror pre-Revolution indicators and conditions, such as outlined in de 
Toqueville’s L'Ancien Régime et la Révolution (1856). He proposed such a movement could be 
emerging with potential for convergence today—not coordinated, coming up from grassroots and 
civil society. Professor Henry suggested a ‘bottom-up push for 1.5º’ may be no less than an aspect of 
a larger global social climate revolution. 
 
5. Economic wellbeing does not have to be at odds with mitigation or environmental and social 

interests, yet the gap between disciplines remains, reinforcing a false binary. 
 
Jean-Pascal van Ypersele tension has existed for nearly half a century between the 1.5ºC and 2ºC 
number—between aspects captured within Article 2 of the Convention. He asserted these tensions 
have created an opposing binary of perceived competing interests: an old exponential growth 
economic model, against climate, environmental and social interests which need growth to stop or 
slow, and markets to change their value sets.  Economic development and growth have been 
perceived as being at odds with environmental conservation and the 1.5ºC temperature cap. 
 

 

 

John Magrath of Oxfam Great Britain (OGB) assessed the focus of the ECI 1.5º conference as directed 
towards the interactions and tensions between the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and Paris 
Agreement-- and “the interactions and progress towards, the synergies between, the trade offs.” 

“The obstacles are daunting.  Because we inherit from a situation which been characterized by two centuries of 

development ‘clusterized’ around plundering natural capital—or in a way in which economists like to say, two 

centuries of neglecting, ignoring, what we call negative externalities.” 

 –Professor Claude Henry 
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McGrath posed the questions, “Who decides on these synergies and trades off? And who influences, 
who decides on those trade-offs and how? These are really issues of Political Economy, which have 
now begun to come up.” Given that the issue of safer norms and behaviours in communities and 
systems is relevant to mitigation and reaching a 1.5ºC cap, this question of engagement, linkages, 
and inclusive communication of civil society and grassroots, most vulnerable communities become 
all the more relevant when considering who influences policy and resource allocation. 

The Oxford-based Resurgence 50 conference with Satish Kumar and ‘other famous eco-warriors’ was 
taking place simultaneous to the ECI 1.5º conference. Magrath described the Resurgence leadership 
as residing at the “cutting edge of attempts to change our personal behaviours, our social norms and 
think about new kinds of societies.” He observed there appeared to be very little, if any, bridging or 
awareness between actors (scientists policy makers and international governmental leaders at ECI 
1.5, and grassroots ‘ecowarriors’, civil society groups at Resurgence50) between the two 
conferences. There is a problem of communication, a problem of bridging and interconnecting.  

Outlook 

 
Summary 
 
In summary, there was a clear message from the conference that sustainable development and 
social justice values are at the heart of the 1.5ºC Agreement, and therefore the experiences, 
knowledge, and interests emerging from those spaces must be integral to strategic planning for 
implementing the 1.5ºC cap. This includes the development of the IPCC Special Report. 

The call is for a ‘new kind of development’ integrated with climate change research, funding, policy 
and programming. Many panellists and participants at the ECI 1.5 conferences called for new 
models, new ways of being, relating, understanding and doing, outside of the dominant and historic 
political economic paradigm and siloed, segregated disciplines.  With this exploration into new 
models and relationships, the accompanying questions may ask how we might measure and learn 
from new efforts for eco-health and community wellbeing. In this examination space, it is relevant 
and vital to build connections across otherwise segregated groups as new ‘development and 
mitigation’ pathways are reimagined, including networks, civil society organizations, climate 
scientists, policy makers, donors and other institutions.  

 


